
 

1st Grade Spelling Words 
 

On Friday of each week, we will have our spelling test.  Each week scholars will be given words that follow a particular pattern.  Scholars 
will need to understand the pattern and be able to create and spell words SIMILAR to these throughout the week.  Scholars will be tested 

on the words from the list, as well as, teacher chosen words based on their understanding of the pattern.  Scholars will also be given a 
dictation test on their spelling words.  Students will be expected to correctly spell and write a complete dictated sentence (uppercase letter 

at the beginning of the sentence correct punctuation at the end of the sentence, and uppercase letters only where appropriate). 
 
Your scholar will learn several sight words in class.  Please reinforce these words at home.  Students should know all these words by sight 

at the end of the first grade school year. 

Aug 27-31 Sept 3-7 Sept 10-14 Sept 17-21 Sept 24-28 

Rule: Short  

Vowel a  

Rule: Short  

Vowel a  

Rule: Short  

Vowel i  

Rule: Short  

Vowel i  

Rule: Short  

Vowel o 

1. mat 1. an 1. it 1. in 1. log 

2. sat 2. can 2. fit 2. pig 2. hot 

3. bat 3. pan 3. him 3. dig 3. not 

4. at 4. bad 4. is 4. big 4. top 

5. Sam 5. cat 5. sip 5. did 5. hop 

6. am 6. nap 6. pin 6. sit 6. on 

7. teacher choice 7. teacher choice 7. teacher choice 7. teacher choice 7. teacher choice 

8. teacher choice 8. teacher choice 8. teacher choice 8. teacher choice 8. teacher choice 

9. teacher choice 9. teacher choice 9. teacher choice 9. teacher choice 9. teacher choice 

10. teacher choice 10. teacher choice 10. teacher choice 10. teacher choice 10. teacher choice 

I am at the mat. We had a nap. He had a sip. Sam was a pig. Sam did hop for 
him. 

Sight Word(s) Sight Words Sight Words Sight Words Sight Words 

the, this to, we he, my was, and for, many 

     

Oct 1-5 Oct 8-12    

Rule: Short  

Vowel u 

Rule: Short  

Vowel e 

   

1. bug 1. yet    

2. hug 2. wet    

3. up 3. web    

4. mud 4. pen    

5. tub 5. hen    

6. nut 6. leg    

7. teacher choice 7. teacher choice    

8. teacher choice 8. teacher choice    

9. teacher choice 9. teacher choice    

10. teacher choice 10. teacher choice    

She can hug 
mom.   

You can wet the  
cat. 

   

Sight Words Sight Words    

she, what, with you, about, how    

     

 


